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Abstract 

With the rapid development of computer, network education has become one of the hot 
spots of computer network. As a contemporary college student, how to make better use 
of the network to help us learn more knowledge more efficiently has become the most 
important issue at present. At present, it mainly has the functions of answering questions 
online, asking questions by teachers, leaving messages offline, searching questions and 
so on. This system can input search questions, display the results with the search terms, 
and help to find the answers to related questions, thus enriching the content and means 
of online learning, and making full use of network technology to virtually promote the 
information discussion distance between teachers and students; At the same time, 
teachers can speed up office efficiency, reduce the labor intensity of teachers, avoid 
teachers from repeatedly answering the same question, and improve the level of modern 
education and management; It also improves students' enthusiasm for learning and 
thinking about problems. Through this system, users' learning methods can be more 
independent and individual, and they can formulate their own learning ways according 
to their own ways, and choose a suitable time and form for answering questions. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Background and significance of the subject 

The rapid development of the Internet has fundamentally changed the management methods 
of organizations around the world. In the past, teachers and students answered questions face 
to face, sent messages or emails. Teachers will record and count the points that students ask 
more questions, and then explain them to students in the next class. Teachers often can't see 
the phone messages and answer the same questions repeatedly. Nowadays, the mode is not 
only inefficient, but also requires a lot of teachers' energy. There will also be some shy students 
who want to ask but dare not ask, because of their personality, they will feel nervous when 
facing the teacher directly. This situation also exists. Adding this network membrane will 
reduce the nervous feeling of such students. This system makes full use of the network 
technology, and has the advantages that the traditional mode does not have. It is safe and 
reliable to use Mysql to store data without worrying about the information capacity. In terms 
of teachers' work efficiency, it can be greatly improved, and when it extends to teaching quality, 
there will be good gains. With the network, the management of online teaching and answering 
questions is more scientific and systematic, more standardized and simple. 
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1.2. Research Status 

With the penetration of computers and networks into people's lives, people's lifestyles and 
learning methods have also undergone some obvious changes. The traditional way of 
information management of online teaching and answering questions is that teachers do it 
themselves, and the work of information acquisition, homework grading, problem solving, and 
recording is still in the manual stage. In this teaching form, many problems emerge one after 
another. However, solving these problems will definitely take up a lot of teachers' time and 
energy, and the teaching quality will also decline. On the other hand, with the increase of 
teaching classes, teachers often feel powerless. 

Nowadays, the full coverage of the network, mobile phones, laptops and so on have become the 
main tools for people to obtain information, which is an era of unlimited communication. 
Therefore, it has become a general trend to use the network to manage online teaching and 
answering questions, and it can better complement the previous methods of answering 
questions in education. 

1.3. The main work of this subject 

Based on the introduction of related contents before, the functions of this system are analyzed 
in detail. After in-depth analysis, the whole system is designed on this basis. In the background, 
the logical processing layer of the system is mainly realized by Java technology, and Navicat 
Premium 12 database visualization software is connected with the database to store table data. 
Because java and Mysql are very mature, they are very reliable, safe and practical in all aspects. 
Many automatic equipments and powerful annotations in Spring Boot reduce the repetitive 
configuration work of code. Secondly, the module functions of the system are briefly explained, 
and finally the system will be tested and improved.  

2. Main Technology of System Development 

2.1. JAVA technology 

As long as JAVA is a scholar who is involved in computer, he must know its strong points. Which 
system can really avoid JAVA's independent existence at present? I'm afraid it's rare. Since its 
release, it has been widely used because of its network security and cross-platform functions. 
Jsp technology has also developed very mature, it combines web elements and can run on any 
platform. It has also been absorbed by j2ee as the core technology, and can build a high-
performance information network platform. Focusing on this system, JAVA technology is the 
foundation, which is very suitable for the development of this system. 

2.2. MYSQL  

The main advantages of MySQL are easy to understand, easy to manage, reliable and safe, cross-
platform, high stability and high information storage. It is equivalent to a storage room, except 
that the data is stored on the computer. Register some data in a fixed form, and the data can be 
stored in the storage for a long time. 

2.3. B/S structure  

Browser and server mode, for example, if IE browser is originally installed on your computer 
or other browsers such as Google are downloaded according to your personal preference, you 
can directly access and operate this system through these browsers. Compared with C/S 
structure, B/S can be used quickly without installing system application on this computer. Its 
operation mode is to install and upload on a remote server, provide remote network services 
to demanders through computer network, and then access and use them on any computer with 
network, without the requirement of region and time. This structure is convenient for users to 
use to the greatest extent. 
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2.4.  Spring boot technology  

Spring boot framework, which is mainly developed based on Spring technology, omits all kinds 
of complicated configurations originally required by this technology. In the previous 
development, programmers only need to repeat tedious configurations for a long time, which 
greatly hinders the basic concept of rapid development. Spring boot mainly integrates many 
excellent frameworks, and it even has a built-in Tomcat server by default, which saves the 
original xml configuration work [2]. And with powerful annotation function, the container will 
be automatically assembled for us, which can be said to be out of the box. 

3. System Analysis 

3.1.  System feasibility analysis 

Web online teaching question answering system is designed to facilitate students like us to 
inquire their own questions more flexibly and conveniently, get answers from teachers or 
classmates, or ask teachers questions they cannot solve at any time. If students don't 
understand, they can ask questions, and leave a message to the teacher at any time to get the 
teacher's reply. Teachers can accomplish teaching objectives more efficiently, and do not need 
to answer some questions repeatedly. Because there will inevitably be some problems in the 
development of this program, the feasibility of this program is analyzed in the following three 
aspects. 

3.1.1. Technical feasibility 

The web online teaching and answering system mainly uses JAVA language, adopts B/S 
structure, uses database visualization software to connect databases, displays pages with jsp, 
and uses the most popular Spring boot lightweight and open source framework, which makes 
it easier to develop and apply. The source code written by myself is written and saved in eclipse, 
and the software can be directly tried for free on the Internet. Easy to use and quick to get 
started. 

3.1.2. Operational feasibility 

The interface design of this system is very fresh and concise. It can be understood at a glance, 
and can be used quickly and as needed. Relevant prompt information is set, which is convenient 
for users to operate and managers to manage in real time. Therefore, it is feasible for users to 
manipulate pages. 

3.1.3. Economic feasibility 

The web online teaching and answering system is a browser and server model, which has no 
high requirements compared with hardware. the software tools used in writing this program 
have free access to the internet, and can be downloaded and configured well. the program 
development ideas are clear, the module division is concise and to the point, the logic is simple, 
and there will be no major changes in later maintenance. B/S structure adopts mature and 
popular browser technology to realize powerful functions which can only be realized by 
complex special software, and saves the development cost [9]. 

3.2. System flow analysis 

3.2.1. System development process 

During the development of web online teaching and answering system, firstly, the requirements 
are analyzed, and then the overall design module diagram of the system and the design of each 
module are drawn. The choice of database, consider how to reduce the coupling between blocks, 
improve cohesion, and finally test the program, improve and repair system bugs. 
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3.2.2. User login process 

Considering the security of the system, you can only view the home page, station introduction, 
station announcement and news without logging in, and you must log in to the system first. Fill 
in the correct login information and select the corresponding user authority. The system will 
first judge whether the relevant information entered by the user is empty. If it is empty, it will 
prompt the user that the information cannot be empty. If it is not empty, it will prove that the 
input box has filled in the information. Then, it will judge whether all these contents are input 
correctly by the user. Otherwise, the user will be reminded that the input is incorrect, and only 
when the information in the database is fully met can the user log in successfully, as shown in 
Figure 1. 

 

开始

输入用户名、
密码等信息

用户名、密码等是否空

用户名密码等是否正确

选择权限

登录成功

结束

提示信息不能为
空

提示信息不正
确

是

否

是

否

 
Figure 1 Login flow chart 

 

3.2.3. System operation flow 

The user can open the homepage of the interface, and the user can choose to log in at the top 
position. Be sure to enter accurate login information, and the system will automatically detect 
the information. If the information is correct, the user will enter the main interface and be able 
to perform the desired operation. Otherwise, you will be prompted that you cannot log in, and 
the operation flow is shown in Figure 2. 

3.2.4. Add information flow 

Administrators can add new data to all users' basic data in the system, and other users can add 
and input information within their own scope. The system needs to judge the information input 
by users. If the information is accurate, it will be added into the database, and if the information 
cannot match the database, it will be prompted to re-input. 

3.2.5. Modify information flow 

Modifying related information is an essential CRUD skill for administrators. Other users can 
also modify the information published by themselves. Users need to enter the personal 
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background first, and then find the information to be modified. If the modified information 
meets the specification, it will show that the modification is successful. If the information does 
not meet the specification, it will be written into the database again. If the modification fails, it 
needs to be entered again. As shown in fig. 4. 

系统登录界面

数据库 信息错误

功能处理界面

信息是否正确

开始

结束

否

是

输入用户名密

码等信息

 
Figure 2 System operation flow chart 

 

开始

选择需要修改记录

输入数据

是否合法

写入数据库

是

结束

否

 
Figure 3 Modify the information flow chart 

 

3.2.6. Delete information flow 

All users can delete their published information, select the message to be deleted, select the 
corresponding delete button, and the system will ask whether you are sure. If you click OK, the 
system will delete the selected information, and the synchronization information will also be 
deleted in the database. 
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3.3. System use case analysis 

3.3.1. Student use case diagram 

After successfully logging in to the system, student users can select classes. If they have selected 
classes during the initial registration, they can query the classes here and check their own 
classes. If the class is not filled in at the time of registration, you can choose to join your own 
class here. You can not only post your own questions on the homepage of the website for other 
teachers and students to answer questions, but also inquire whether your own questions have 
been answered, whether the messages sent to the teacher have been answered, whether they 
have been randomly asked by the teacher, and whether the teacher has arranged homework, 
homework scores, notices, etc., as shown in Figure 4. 

系统个人后台

留言回复

教师提问

在线答疑

作业

通知

个人中心

发布问题

选择班级

学生

站内简介

离线留言

站内公告

学生注册

全部问题

首页

系统首页

 
Figure 4 Student use case diagram 

 

3.3.2. Teacher use case diagram 

After successfully entering the personal background, teachers can post questions to students, 
query published historical questions, check students' answers, post-class homework, and check 
the homework correction scores submitted by students. Unqualified homework requires 
students to submit it to teachers again for grading. You can also find the students' messages for 
yourself, and reply here to solve the related questions for the students, and you can also issue 
the suspension notice, as shown in Figure 5 for example. 
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全部问题
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系统首页

学生上交作业

作业成绩

作业发布
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发布提问

教师

系统个人后台

 
Figure 5 Teacher use case diagram 
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3.3.3. Administrator use case diagram 

Administrators complete related system operations through personal background. CRUD, 
which can carry out basic functions such as account management, class management, teacher 
management, publishing problem management, offline message management, publishing 
question management, publishing job management, suspension notice management, system 
management, etc., is used by administrators as shown in Figure 6. 

 

站内简介

站内公告

全部问题

首页

系统首页

发布问题管理

线留言管理

教师管理
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发布作业管理

停课通知管理

班级管理

账号管理

系统管理

管理员

系统个人后台

后台管理

 
Figure 6 Administrator use case diagram 

4. System Design 

4.1. System structure design 

As shown in the following figure, the system mainly includes the following three roles. All users 
need to log in before they can perform the following operations on the system. Students can 
operate the question publishing module, online question answering module, message reply 
module, teacher questioning module, etc. Teachers and users can operate the module of issuing 
questions, answering questions, issuing assignments, etc. Administrators can operate account 
management module, class management module, teacher management module, publishing 
problem management module, etc. 
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Figure 7 System structure diagram 
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4.2. Database design 

No matter in which system, the database plays an unspeakable role, which is mainly used to 
save the pictures in the system and some data input by users. There are many tables with 
different names in it, which are used to store different table data. The suitability of database 
design directly depends on the running speed of the system, the actual running performance of 
the system and the speed of database search. The design of Mysql is the foundation and core of 
establishing the interaction between data and system information, which enables it to 
efficiently store user information and meet the information storage needs of users. 

4.2.1. Database conceptual model and object entity diagram 

Compared with the database, the conceptual model abstracts the objective things in the real 
world into a certain information structure, which is only a conceptual model and an 
intermediate level. Conceptual model can reflect the objective real world more fully and truly, 
which is easy to understand. It is also convenient for users to more intuitively understand the 
relationship between objects and entities in the database and facilitate the communication 
between users and designers. Starting from the data entity itself, after a series of analysis, the 
established model is shown in Figure 8: 
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Figure 8 Main E-R diagram of database 

 

发布提问

授教班级

教师工号

提问内容

id
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Figure 9 Publish a question entity map 

 

Mysql plays the most critical factor in the system design. The following is a detailed diagram 
showing important entities in the conceptual model of important entities in the database: 
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1. The following figure shows the entity diagram of posting questions, and the number of 
posting questions is indicated by id. 

2. The following figure is an entity diagram of student users leaving off-line messages to 
teachers. The number of off-line messages is referred to as id for short. 

 

离线留言

留言内容 教师姓名

教师工号

id

选择教师

留言标题

添加时间

留言编号 留言学生

授教班级

 
Figure 10 Entity diagram of offline message 

 

3. The following figure is the entity diagram of online Q&A. The number of online Q&A is 
referred to as id for short. 

在线答疑

学生

回复人

id
添加时间

发布问题id

编号

问题标题
答疑

 
Figure 11 Entity diagram of online answering questions 

 

4.2.2. Database table design 

The web online teaching and answering system selects MySql database to store data 
information, the database name is javazxdyxt, and some main tables are designed as follows: 

1. The student table (xuesheng) is used to store the main information of users, as shown in the 
following table. 

Table 1 Student table (xuesheng) 

Column name 
Data 
type 

Length Primary key 
Empty 

allowed 
Field description 

id Int 50 Yes No 
Auto increment primary 

key 

yonghuming varchar 20 No No User name 

mima varchar 20 No No Password 

xueshengxingming varchar 10 No No Student name 

xingbie varchar 1 No No Gender 

chushengnianyue varchar 10 No Yes Date of birth 

lianxidianhua varchar 11 No No Contact number 

youxiang varchar 50 No No Mailbox 
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2. Teacher table (jiaoshi) is used to store important information of teachers, as shown in Table 
2 below. 

Table 2 Teacher table (jiaoshi) 

Column name Data type Length 
Primary 

key 
Empty 

allowed 
Field description 

id int 10 Yes No Auto increment primary key 

jiaoshigonghao varchar 50 No No Teacher's title 

denglumima varchar 50 No No Login password 

jiaoshixingming varchar 50 No No Teacher's name 

xingbie varchar 255 No No Gender 

shoujiaobanji int 10 No No Teaching class 

lianxidianhua varchar 50 No No Contact number 

addtime timestamp 0 No No Add time 

 

3. Issue a question table (fabutiwen), which is used to store the question number, title, picture, 
content and questions for students in that class issued by teachers, as shown in Table 3. 

 

Table 3 Issue a question form (fabutiwen) 

Column 
name 

Data type Length 
Primary 

key 
Empty 

allowed 
Field description 

id Int 10 Yes No Auto increment primary key 

bianhao varchar 50 No No Numbering 

wentibiaoti varchar 50 No No Issue title 

tupian varchar 255 No No Picture 

neirong text 0 No No Content 

xuesheng varchar 50 No No Students 

addtime timestamp 0 No No Add time 

 

4. The offline message table (lixianliuyan) is used to store the message content, message teacher, 
teacher's job number, teaching class and other information given by student users, as shown in 
Table 4. 

Table 4 Off-line message table (lixianliuyan) 

Column name Data type Length 
Primary 

key 
Empty 

allowed 
Field description 

id Int 10 Yes No Auto increment primary key 

liuyanbianhao varchar 50 No No Message number 

liuyanbiaoti varchar 50 No No Message title 

liuyanneirong text 0 No No Message content 

xuanzejiaoshi int 10 No No Select the teacher ID 

jiaoshigonghao varchar 50 No No Teacher's title 

jiaoshixingming varchar 50 No No Teacher's name 

shoujiaobanji int 10 No No Teaching class 

liuyanxuesheng varchar 50 No No Message student 

addtime timestamp 0 No No Add time 
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5. The online question and answer form (zaixiandayi) is used to store questions, numbers, titles, 
responders and other information posted by student users. The following information is 
displayed on the home page of the system for other student users and teachers to answer 
questions, as shown in Table 5. 

 

Table 5 Online Q&A Form (zaixiandayi) 

Column name Data type Length Primary key 
Empty 

allowed 
Field description 

id Int 10 Yes No Auto increment primary key 

fabutiwen int 10 No No Issue ID for publication 

bianhao varchar 50 No No Numbering 

wentibiaoti varchar 50 No No Issue title 

xuesheng varchar 50 No No Students 

dayi text 0 No No Answering question 

huifuren varchar 50 No No Responder 

addtime timestamp 0 No No Add time 

5. Implementation of System Interface 

5.1. Login 

5.1.1. Student user login 

Students edit their registered account number, password and verification code to log in. At this 
time, the system database will look up the relevant information of the student table. If the input 
information does not match the information in the database, an error prompt box will pop up 
until the information completely matches the users in the database, and a login success prompt 
box will pop up. New users must register on the main page before logging in to the system. 

After successfully logging in to the system, students can view the home page, personal 
background, all questions, in-station announcements, in-station introductions, offline messages 
and other functions. 

The user enters relevant questions here, and then searches for relevant questions with the 
single button. Many questions posted by users must be encountered by everyone, which can 
reduce the need for teachers to answer the same questions repeatedly, as shown in Figure 12: 

 

 
Figure 12 All questions function interface 
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Main code: 

<tbody> 

     <c:forEach items="${list}" var="map"> 

        <tr> 

          <td width="30" align="center">${map.id}</td> 

          <td> ${map.bianhao} </td> 

          <td> ${map.wentibiaoti} </td> 

          <td><c:choose> 

           <c:when test="${'' == map.tupian }">No pictures</c:when> 

           <c:otherwise> 

<img width="100"src="${map.tupian}"/></c:otherwise> 

           </c:choose> 

           </td> 

           <td> ${map.neirong} </td> 

           <td> ${map.xuesheng} </td> 

           <td width="138" align="center">${map.addtime}</td> 

           <td align="center"> 

           <a href="fabuwentidetail.do?id=${map.id}"> 

<div class="xq">Details</div></a>  

          </td> 

        </tr> 

     </c:forEach> 

 </tbody> 

5.1.2. Teacher and administrator login 

Teachers, users and administrators need to enter the system in the background management, 
select the last button in the navigation bar on the homepage of the interface, and then display 
the corresponding interface after clicking, and enter the correct information. After selecting the 
corresponding authority, click the Login button. If the entered information cannot find a record 
completely consistent with it in the database, the user will be prompted that the input is wrong, 
and will not enter the personal background page of the system until all the information is 
correctly entered. 

5.2. Students' main function modules 

5.2.1. Issue questions and online answering module 

Student users can publish questions and query published questions in the module of publishing 
questions, enter questions and click Submit, and the questions published by users will be 
displayed in the question list on the homepage of the system. Users can check the corresponding 
questions and answer them. 

Users can query by clicking on the options in the online Q&A module, and the answers received 
by teachers and other users when they post questions are arranged by default according to the 
latest time when the questions are published. When there are many answers, you can search 
through the question title, number or keyword to view the relevant answers. 

5.2.2. Message reply module 

Users can directly leave their own questions to teachers, click offline messages in the navigation 
bar of the main interface, enter message content information, submit it to teachers, and wait for 
teachers to reply, as shown in Figure 13: 
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5.2.3. Teacher questioning module 

Teachers' questioning module, where you can see teachers' questions to students. For example, 
teachers can post questions, click to answer questions, submit answers, and query all the 
questions they have answered in their history. 

5.2.4. Operation module 

In this module, users can view the assignments published by teachers, query the submitted 
assignments, and query the assignment scores. If the scores are lower than 60, you need to 
make up the assignments again. Click download, select the appropriate location, download the 
relevant documents issued by the teacher, click the submit homework button to upload the 
documents or pictures of the homework, and students can view the relevant homework 
messages in this module.  

 

 
Figure 13 Offline message interface 

 

5.3. Teachers' main functional modules 

5.3.1. Issue questioning module 

On this page, teachers can post questions to students in this class, query the published question 
list and query the questions answered by students, as shown in Figure 14: 

 

 
Figure 14 Publish the question interface 
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5.3.2. Operation module 

Teachers can publish and inquire about published homework, refer to homework handed in by 
students, check students' homework scores, inquire about homework made up by students 
with scores below 60 and the final result of homework made up.  

5.3.3. Student message module 

Teachers can query students' messages, answer students' message questions, query messages 
that have been replied, and modify the content of the replied messages in the student message 
module. 

5.4. Administrator function module 

Administrators can perform basic CRUD operations for the following modules. In addition to 
these basic functions, the administrator can also update the news module at the bottom of the 
system homepage, update the homepage carousel map, and update the in-station 
announcement and in-station introduction. 

6. System Testing 

In the system development stage, the last and most important step is the system test, and the 
system quality, performance and user's good experience all need to pass the system test. 
Assuming that there are some problems in the test, the system can be debugged and modified 
in time, which increases the rigor and standardization of the system. This process has a good 
inspection effect on this program. The main purpose of system testing is to use the system from 
the user's point of view, to see whether the system can be displayed to the user normally 
according to the expected effect, whether there will be some bugs, and minimize the existence 
of bugs as much as possible. 

6.1. Test method 

This program adopts the black box test method. Black-Box Testing, which can also be called 
functional testing, aims to check whether the functional modules of the system are abnormal. 
Just like a non-transparent box that can't be opened, we can't judge its internal processing. 
White-box testing, on the contrary, is the internal processing in the box, and all the information 
inside shows that we can see it clearly. The method can detect whether the user interaction 
interface of the system can display an error-free interface according to the user operation. 

6.2. Test analysis 

The web online teaching and answering system meets the management requirements of 
relevant information, and draws lessons from many excellent system interfaces in the interface 
design, thus increasing the user experience. This system is highly targeted, mainly from my own 
point of view, based on students majoring in computer science, and provides better answering 
service. The system is easy to manage, can deal with all kinds of errors and anomalies in time, 
and avoids the errors caused by many users' mistakes. Only some high-utilization operations 
are tested here. 

6.2.1. User search question test 

The user clicks all questions to enter the search interface, and clicks the search button, and will 
stay in the current interface without returning results. Entering the correct questions will 
return the corresponding search results. 

6.2.2. User offline message test 

The user must log in successfully before operating. Click the Submit button to display the failure 
of submission, and a prompt message will be displayed after the input box. If the input 
information is incomplete, click Submit, and the result will be the same. Only when you enter 
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complete and qualified information and click Submit, a prompt message will pop up and save 
successfully. 

7. Summary 

By developing the web teaching and answering system on the computer, I have consulted a lot 
of relevant information on the Internet, also referred to many examples related to my system, 
learned from other systems' excellent points in processing, and perfected this system through 
my own summary and understanding. However, there are still many shortcomings in this 
system, such as: 1. The search function can not be more intelligent, mainly through the fuzzy 
query of the database, but it has not been found very accurately and intelligently. 2. The 
preliminary design of the database is not considered in place, lacking programming experience, 
and the naming is not standardized. 3. The interaction between teachers and students is not so 
strong. You can add a private chat module after continuing the research. Besides asking 
questions, you can also chat privately with the student. The understanding of many principles 
is only superficial, so there are not a few blind spots of knowledge. For example, the initial page 
display is not standardized, the overall layout is not beautiful, the database connection has 
problems, the transmission of parameters cannot be realized, and the processing of forwarding 
and redirection is not very suitable, etc. However, some problems have been solved with the 
guidance of tutors and the help of roommates. All these need to strengthen the understanding 
of knowledge slowly and then study it.  
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